
Strong and consistent advocacy for smart and efficient CHP and distributed energy resources policy,
regulation, and legislation; 
Conferences, virtual events and newsletters that keep our members informed and bring together top
members of the CHP community from all sectors: developers, utilities, government agencies, and
NGOs; 
Raising awareness inside and outside the CHP community about the benefits of clean heat and power
technologies and CHP’s role in the pathway to zero carbon.

Submitting comments to the CLCPA scoping documents in NYS and SAG PSC for gas CHP incentives
in NYS.
Submitting comments supporting CHP’s continued participation in Massachusetts’ Alternative
Portfolio Standard.
Advocating for CHP under New York City’s Local Law 97 regulating building emissions and Intro 2317.
Promoting CHP in New York’s proceedings on the Clean Energy Fund, Energy Efficiency Portfolio
Standard, and Large-Scale Renewables. 
Supported and participated in the creation of Massachusetts’ Distributed Generation Interconnection
Working Group and filed technical comments supporting CHP’s role in Connecticut’s Comprehensive
Energy Strategy. 
Testified in Maine and New Hampshire in support of net metering, and filed comments on Rhode
Island’s Renewable Energy Standard, while also participating in their State’s Distributed Generation
Stakeholders Working Group. 

The Combined Heat and Power Alliance (CHPA) recently merged with the Northeast Clean Heat and
Power Initiative (NECHPI) to form the Northeast Chapter of the Combined Heat and Power Alliance
(NE Chapter). The purpose of this merger is to consolidate efforts and resources to improve the
effectiveness of the CHP industry’s advocacy in the Northeast market. The merger provides consistent
messaging and a consolidated organization with the potential for bigger scope than the two existing
organizations had separately. The NE Chapter will continue to be dedicated to accelerating the
deployment of efficient CHP applications in the Northeast under the umbrella of the CHPA. The NE
Chapter will continue to provide value for its members and focus its efforts in the Northeast CHP market
through:

NE Chapter members will continue to be eligible for free NE Chapter webinars and discounted rates at NE
Chapter conferences and events. Most importantly, as a NE Chapter member you will have an opportunity
to help set policy priorities for NE Chapter and help the NE Chapter's voice be heard in proceedings, rate
cases, and policy discussions where CHP is impacted.

CHP’s VOICE IN THE NORTHEAST 

The NE Chapter's predecessor NECHPI has been a strong voice for over 20 years, engaging in regulatory
proceedings across the region, filing comments and participating in working groups for clean energy in
Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island, including:

NORTHEAST Chapter of the CHP Alliance:
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why should my organization join the NE Chapter?

The NE Chapter's overarching goal is to accelerate the deployment of efficient clean heat and power
applications in the Northeast. Without our members, the NE Chapter activities supporting this goal would not
be possible. The merger with the CHPA strengthens our efforts and will help us deliver more results, and this
merger  couldn’t happen at a more critical time for the industry in terms of energy policy and programs in the
Northeast and nationally. As we all know, CHP reduces CO2 emissions today and will continue to do so for
some time. CHP will continue to provide benefits and have a role in the clean energy future. CHP is a key
technology in the path to decarbonization and making that argument is and has been the number one priority. 
 The NE Chapter is actively rebranding CHP with public officials, policy makers and key stakeholders and
although our arguments are sound, CHP still has much to do to secure its place in the clean energy future. By
joining, members support the NE Chapter’s efforts to create more robust markets for CHP through advancing
policies that accurately and fairly value these resources. Members provide critical input on positions that the
NE Chapter takes in important regulatory proceedings. Members are also connected to other CHP advocates
in the region and receive critical information regarding the ever-changing policy landscape. CHP deployment
is facing many challenges throughout the Northeast, and your support is needed now more than ever to ensure
that the industry’s voice is heard.

What benefits do NE Chapter members receive?

NE Chapter members are eligible for a variety of benefits including discounted rates for NE Chapter
conferences and events, free NE Chapter webinars, member newsletters and other member-only
communications. Most importantly, all members are eligible to participate in the recurring NE Chapter Member
Committee meetings to establish the policy priorities for the chapter and help decide what issues,
proceedings and tactics to pursue to favorably influence policy for the CHP industry in the Northeast. We are
often the sole advocate for the CHP industry in regulatory and energy policy proceedings in the Northeast. By
advocating positions that promote the CHP industry before state public utility commissions and independent
system operators across the Northeast, members benefit from decisions that reflect the expert input provided
by the NE Chapter. These benefits are significant, long-lasting and of vital importance to the CHP industry. 
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Full Member: $2,100/year

Associate Member: $1,050/year

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Please join the NE Chapter and help to support the
advancement of CHP.

2023 Membership dues levels are –
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MEMBER TESTIMONIALS

Here's what some of our members value in the NE Chapter of the CHPA:

“Caterpillar is proud to join and become an active member of the Northeast Chapter of the Combined Heat
and Power Alliance whose purpose is promoting the benefits of combined heat and power applications and
advocating for policies which will further the development of CHP projects. We appreciate the dedication of
the NE Chapter to the CHP market segment and their efforts to promote: Alternative Portfolio Standards,
Clean Energy Funds, Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards, and Large-Scale Renewables. As well having
testified in support of net metering and providing comments on Renewable Energy Standards.” — Patrick
Barret

“Solar Turbines is an active member of the NE Chapter of the CHPA and fully supports its commitment to the
production of clean & efficient power as a critical part of a resilient & sustainable energy grid and a pathway to
net zero carbon emissions. We believe this group provides invaluable outreach & education initiatives to the
public community, legislative authorities, and energy industry stakeholders.” — Johnathan Coleman

“I initially joined NECHPI 15 years ago to meet the companies in the Northeast who were experts in the
development, design, and construction of CHP systems. I have since come to appreciate the experts in the
group who help us provide input to policy makers and ensure our views are heard and look forward to
engaging with members of the NE Chapter of the CHPA going forward.” — John Moynihan

“The NE Chapter of CHPA is a persistent champion for the benefits of employing combined heat and power
throughout the Northeast. The chapter continues to promote and highlight the adaptability and versatility of a
tried-and-true approach to energy production that has been available for well over 140 years so that CHP
does not get lost in the sea of newly emerging energy technologies.” — Lance Roberts

“Dalkia Aegis highly values the role that the NE Chapter of CHPA plays on behalf of the CHP industry. For a
very reasonable membership fee, Dalkia Aegis gets world-class representation with state policy makers as the
chapter studies, prepares, and submits comments throughout the Northeast addressing the various challenges
facing our technology. Thankfully, there is a cohesive organization that is taking on these issues and we urge
others to get on board with this effective group. We believe this merger will benefit Dalkia Aegis and our
Industry and we look forward to broader and more effective outreach from the organization.” — Diane
Molotokos

Make an impact in the industry and shape energy policy by joining these organizations in becoming a
member of the NE Chapter, the voice for CHP in the Northeast U.S.:
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